
INCORPORATION OF BARRISTERS' PRACTICES

OPINION

I have been asked to advise the Council of The New South Wales Bar

Association:-

whether incorporation of barristers' practices would result in any tax benefits
to them;

whether there are any benefits, or any disadvantages, from incorporation in
terms of limitation of barristers' liability; and

whether there are other advantages or disadvantages for barristers - and the
Ba¡ - in barristers being able to incorporate their practices.

I have also been invited to add general comments as I see fit.

2 A general meeting of the Bar Association has been convened for 17th

September 2013 for the purpose, apparently, of considering a motion expressi,ng in-

principle support for the legislative and related changes to the regulation ofbarristers'

practices in order to permit the incorporation of them. The Bar Association is not

managed by its members in general meeting, but by the Bar Council. The Bar

Council has evidently considered that a general meeting, regardless that it would lack

any power to determine the business of the Bar Association by a resolution of the

general meeting itself, is nonetheless an expedient means of providing a forum and

occasion for discussion of the topic.
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3 I have read the Memorandum of Advice dated 22nó July 2013 by Mr A H

Slater QC. I respectfully agree with his conclusions. I refe¡ below to several specific

aspects ofhis Opinion in relation to the tax consequences.

4 I have also benefitted from consideration of an Advice dated 24th November

2010 by Mr M Richmond SC addressed to the then President of The Bar Association,

Mr T F Bathurst QC (as the Chief Justice then was). I also respectfully agree,

generally, with Richmond SC and will refer to certain aspects ofhis opinion, below,

as well.

Meaning of incorporation

5 There are in circulation some proposals, descriptions and discussions of this

topic. None is precise as to what incorporation of a barrister's practice would entail

and would not entail. Doing the best I can from this material, I have considered the

questions as questions about the following model.

6 Only natural persons will be able to be issued practising certificates as

barristers. (Corporations do not, in themselves, have educational qualifications or

human character.) Only natural persons will continue to do barristers' work.

Corporations will not advise or appear. Rather, a barrister under this proposal could

carry on practice as an employee or contractor of a special kind of corporation. Under

the proposal, the corporation rather than the barrister would accept instructions

(whether under contract or not) from a solicito¡ or the client (as the case may be).
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Crucially, it is proposed that the corporation rather than the barrister would be entitled

to charge and receive fees for the barrister's work.

7 The corporation under this proposal would be a special kind of corporation in

the following respects. First, only the barrister in question could be a shareholder.

Second, only the barrister in question could be its director. Third, the corporation

itself, as well as the barrister, would be subject to new statutory regulation including a

power of the Bar Council to make rules goveming its conduct.

8 There are certainly reasons why, in principle, such special characteristics ofa

bardster's corporation should be part of this proposal. I discuss them further below.

9 An alternative version raised in some of the circulated material involves

departure ûom the sole shareholder and sole director model, so as to permit recourse

to a trust under which the eamings of the barrister may be dealt with by, sa¡ a

discretionary trust in favour of the barrister's family or intimates. I gather this

altemative version nonetheless proposes that the barrister would still be the sole

controller of the corporation, in the sense of behg its sole director. Because this

version is calculated to have less merit overall than the primary model I have

considered, I will not deal with it separately in the discussion that follows. (The main

reason for its more problematic nature is that, under the altemative version, other

persons apart ûom the barrister would have a stake in the remuneration received in

retum for the barrister's work.)
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10 It follows from this meaning of an incorporated barrister's practice that, in

form and substance, it presents as a corporation which is wholly owned and controlled

by a barrister also being the employer of (or contracting with) that same barrister.

11 The consequences of this artifice of separate legal personality possessed by a

corporation are important in considering the merits and dernerits of the proposal.

Whether in relation to liability for professional work, other matters of practice

management or tax benefits for one or other or both of the barrister and the

corporation, the outstanding matter to note is the following essential feature of the

model proposed. It is not legally, professionally or colloquially sensible to suggest

that a barrister's corporation would be giving directions of a kind that would

ordinarily contribute to the definition of an employrnent relation. The corporatìon

could act relevantly only through the barrister himself or herself. Similarly, although

in form one may conÍact with a corporation wholly owned and controlled by one, the

notion ofnegotiation or bargain is utterly hollow.

12 As I have understood the circulated material and considered the proposal in

light of it, it is a key feature that a barrister's corporation not be owned or controlled

in such a way as to create any duties or interests that may conflict with the duty of the

barriste¡ to the client. As I explain below, on any view this restraint would be

necessary in order to prevent the proposal from behg against the public interest and

contrary to fundamental elements of the Bar.



Professional liability

13 Nothing in the proposal could shield a barrister from what would otherwise be

his or her liability under a common law duty of care or a fiducia¡y obligation to take

care, owed to the client (arguably subject to any conÍact between the client and the

barrister, or for the barrister's benefit). The essential features of the common law

duty and ofthe equitable relation simply cannot be trumped, so to speak, by a barrister

pointing to his or her employrnent by or contract with his or her barrister's

corporation. I think the professional and unavoidably individual nature of a barrìster's

advice and advocacy work will be held clearly to involve personal responsibility for

its carefu I performance.

14 At common law, thus subject to statute, one consequence of interposing a

barrister's corporation would be to raise the possibility of that corporation also being

liable to the client, vicariously at common law or b¡ say, Barnes v Addy rn eqtttty.

The prospects of successful arguments by disgruntled clients to this effect are good

enough to justify a barrister's corporation obtaining insurance cover. I would expect

compulsory insurance of a barrister's corporation, as well as the barrister as at present,

to be to the forefront of any govemmental or parliamentary consideration of the

proposal.

15 It follows that there would be no reduction in the scope of general law liability

of a barrister if he or she worked through a barrister's corporation. I wish to

emphasize that this consequence is by no means a demerit of the proposal. To the

contrary, in my opinion the ideals of a profession involved in the adrninishation of
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justice should prevent the Bar Association from adopting as a policy the promotion of

devices intended to defeat justified claims to compensation by clients suffering loss as

a result ofnegligent or other wrongful professional conduct by a barrister.

16 In relation to a barrister personally, I see no reason why in principle the

incorporation of the barrister's practice would affect the current common law position

conceming the so-called advocates' immunityl. The same considerations conceming

finality in the adminishation of justice, for instance, appear to apply regardless of

incorporatìon. I expect that the immunity would therefore apply by reflection to the

case of any vicarious liability ofa barrister's corporation for a barrìster's errors in and

in relation to his or her work in court.

17 On the other hand, there may be direct liability of a barrister's corporation

with respect to shortcomings of the barrister in couft, against which there would be no

common law immunity. The essence of the proposal is, after all, that while the

barrister does the barrister's work, the barrister's corporation is entitled to the fees for

making the barrister available and supplying his or her professional services as sought

by the client. By definitìon, nothing the barrister's corporation would do would occur

in the courtroom. But the corporation would have dealings 'Jr¡ith a client such as

expressly or impliedly holding out the barrister as competent, experienced and

diligent to the requisite degree for the work required by the client. It could not safely

be assumed that complaints by clients in this vein could be answered by the

corporation claiming immunity under the cunent common law.

\ D'Ortq-Ekenaike v I/ictoria Legal Aid (2005) 223 CLR I
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18 I suppose that insurers will have these possibilities in mind when considerhg

the terms on which they may be willing to offer cover to barrister's corporations.

19 In short, the general law position of barristers under this proposal for

incorporated practice may increase but will not decrease the extent to which clients

may be awarded compensation for the barrister's substandard work. Again, I stress

that this should not be seen as a demerit of the proposal. Rather, it would be a demerit

if deserving claims could be seen as frustrated by the device ofincorporated practice.

20 There are abroad some vague suggestions that the limited liability of a

barrister's corporation could have some kind of asset-protection merit from the point

of view of a negligent barrister, or a barrister involved in the expensive defence of a

claim that he or she has been negligent. This cannot be right for the simple reason

pointed out in 13 above.

21 But in any event the proposal of incorporated practice could not be any more

effective to protect barristers against claims exceeding thei¡ insurance cover than the

cunently available and widely practised system of limiting barrister's personal

liability, under the crment statutory scheme2.

22 In summary on the question of barristers' liability, therefore, there is nothing

to justiff pursuing the proposal for incorporated practice. It does nothing to advance

the public interest in securing a reasonable measure of compensation for clients who

suffer loss by substandard barrister's work. It does nothing that compulsory insurance

? Professional Standørds Act 1994 Q{SW)
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and the professional standa¡ds scheme do not already provide to protect against

ruinous large claims against barristers.

23 There is one further comment in relation to the liability issue. I think there is a

real prospect that promotion and, even more, adoption of incorporated barristers'

practices will arouse community and thereby governmental interest in the legislative

abolition of advocates' immunity. It is not so much that there is a logical link

between the proposal and antipathy to the immunity, but that the self-evident

commercial sophistication and mercantilist spirit displayed by the proposal is likely to

reignite the considerable feeling against the common law immunity.

Practice management

24 On any view, the incorporation of a barrister's practice would require more,

and more complex, accounting and record keeping. There will be two taxpayers

instead of one. There will probably be two borrowers (or borrower plus guarantor) in

place of one. There will be the need for punctilious observance of statutory

requirements for recording and administering the conthuing relationship between the

corporation and the barrister in order to comply with the requirements or conditions

relevant to taxation, as discussed below.

25 I am uneasy about advising on the merit or demerit of the proposal for

incorporated barristers' practices on the crude basis that less expense is good and

more expense is bad. It all depends on what is obtained for the expenditure or what is

forgone by the saving. And the issue of merit should first be driven by the public
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interest in barristers' practices being conducted properly. Within those broad notions,

the domestic economy of a barrister's practice may be simply a mafler of personal

choice, taste or circumstances.

26 Nonetheless, because by far more words have been circulated about the

supposed tax savings arising under the proposal for incorporated practice than on any

other aspect of it, I should point out the very obvious fact that the matters noted in 25

above will cost money or take time, or more likely both, to a greater extent than is

presently necessary. If one were evaluating the proposal on a financial basis, those

extra expenditures and the worth of those extra hours should be deducted from any

supposed savings. As may be seen from my agreement with Slater QC and Richmond

SC, and my own rema¡ks ñ¡rthe¡ below in relation to taxation, this is a factor that

tends to reduce signifrcantly any supposed financial advantage. (Again, I reject the

appropriateness of financial advantage as a criterion of merit in relation to this

proposal.)

27 Furthermore, and again by reference to the issue of taxation, there is a very

considerable prospect of dealings between a barrister and his or her corporation on the

one hand and the Australian Taxation Office on the other hand of a kind very rarely

occurring between barristers in relation to their professional practices and the ATO at

present. Issues of compliance in relation to documented and genuine dividend or loan

af,rangements will be recurrent. Questions of anti-avoidance audits and disputes are

very much more likely than at present. These prospects threaten further time and

money as debits arising from this proposal, to adopt a financial analysis.
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28 Nothing in the proposal could enhance the current availability of the various

ways in which barriste¡s, ìndividually and together, can orgarize their affairs to

provide facilities and bear expenses in more or less efficient ma¡ner. For years, there

has been an elernent in so-called competition critiques ofthe Bar to the effect that sole

practice somehow inhibits necess¿ìry capital raising or cost sharhg. Those critiques

have always been, and remain, utterly erroneous.

29 It has long been the case that different barristers and groups of barristers have

adopted their chosen form from the many available to address these business

imperatives. There are simple cost-sharing sl,ndicates, straightforward corporations

as tenants of premises for chambers, owners of shares for chambers and providers of

services to individual barristers or groups of barristers. There are no doubt other

perhaps more complex structures.

30 Nothing in the sole shareholder sole director proposal for a barrister's

corporation presents any advantage in this regard. We can all already use such a

corporation for matters such as renting premises and employing staff.

31 What all these flexible arrangements adopted by free choice of barristers, at

present, have in common is their clear compliance with the crucial requirements of a

freela¡ce and disinterested Bar. None of these arrangements poses any tension with

the need to minimize confiicts of interest and duty. That is why service companies for

a floor of barristers can see professional rivals effectively share practice costs. The

service company does not receive the rivals' fees, does not offer their professional
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services and therefore does not prevent them competing for the same brief or

appearing against each other in the same case.

32 It is thus that the current arangements with all their flexibility and choice

serve the public interest. Central provisions of the Ba¡risters' Rules3, long regarded as

definitional of the Bar itself, prohibit the adoption of arrangernents that would detract

from the greatest possible availability of counsel to compete for the one brief and to

appear against each other in the one case.

33 It is no doubt precisely for this reason that the circulated material by and large

emphasises the crucial feature of the proposal that a barrister's corporation be a sole

shareholder sole director corporation only - with the barrister in both those positions.

34 Some of the circulated material wges the virtues of flexibility and choice in

style of practice in favour of the proposal. This cannot, surely, be taken literally. The

most obvious flexibility and choice available to legal practitioners i¡ these matters is

to choose between which kind of practising cerlificate he or she will take, and within

the legal strictures applylng to solicitors or barristers, according to his or her choice,

then to make further choices in relation to the lawful conduct of his or her

professional practice. For centuries, and still, practice as the employee of anothe¡

lawyer or in partnership with other lawyers has been a common (probably, the most

common) choice made. If flexibility and choice are the b)"words, how can partnership

or employment be left out of the choices?

! Barrßters' Conduct Rules 16,21,24,25,3'7
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35 The answer must be that "flexibility" and "choice" are not meant literally in

this circulated material in favour of the proposal being adopted by the Bar

Association. That material could not fairly be understood to be urging the abolition of

the difference between solicitors with their firms a¡d barristers as sole practitioners.

Appeal to the attractive concepts of flexibility and choice has nothing specifically in

favour of the proposal for incorporated practice, given the flexibility and choice

already enjoyed by barristers.

36 It seems that "flexibility''and "choice" are to be understood, then, as banners

under which this special kind of sole shareholder sole director corporation should be

permitted as a medium of practice by a barrister. Actually, those who wave those

banners are more accurately understood as urging permission for a highly controlled

and tightly defined mode of practice, having none of the features of employnent or

partnership that would conflict with the freelance and disinterested core of what it is

to be a barrister.

37 ln summary in relation to practice management apart from liability issues, the

proposal holds out nothing of any value to the public interest, or even of self-

interested advantage to a barrister from a strictly financial point ofview.

Separate legal personality

38 The essence of the proposal is the c¡eation of a separate legal person, the

barrister's corporation. I have assumed the primary model involves a corporation

limìted by shares, with the sole shareholdq being the barrister in question. Given the
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capacities of such a corporation, it will be able to own assets, owe liabilities and

contract. Ordinarily, the choses in action which are its contracts with others will be

part of its assets (the value of which would depend upon the worth of the bargain).

39 Of cowse, the special regulation which must be accepted as involved in the

proposal would mean that dealings by a barrister's corporation could not be such as to

detract from the barrister's observance of the core requirements of the Bar -

maximum availability to compete for the one brief and to appear in the one case. (We

have long used the banal metaphor of the cab-rank to convey this essentially high-

mhded ideal.) So the barrister's corporation will not be able to have contracts with

other lawyers or other persons that would present material conflicts for the barrister in

question.

40 The special regulation necessary to fit the proposal within these core

requirements of the Ba¡ must also extend to attributes ofa barrister's corporation that

otherwise would follow from its separate legal personality, and its share capital. For a

start, the whole arrangement between a ba¡rister's corporation and the barrister in

question would need to be automatically terminated so far as any relation between the

corporation and the barrister is concemed in connexion with the barrister's work,

upon the barrister ceasing to be the controller of the corporation. The barrister may

cease to be a controller not only by transferring or being divested of his or her

shareholding, but also by lenders o¡ other claimants against the barrister's property

obtaining contractual or statutory control or disposition of that shareholding.

Receivership, administration, bankruptcy are obvious possibilities.
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4L It follows that the contract of service or for services between the barrister's

corporation and the barrister, itself likely or bound to be the main source of revenue

for the corporation, would be defeasible and indeed avoided as soon as a circumstance

such as insolvency occurred. It also follows that the sha¡es in a barrister's corporation

could have no value for the purposes of alienation other than asset backing excluding

the arrangement for the barrister to supply his or her services to clients.

42 Similar complications and special arrangements including regulation will

affect the status of a barrister's shareholding in a barrister's corporation, in the event

ofdivorce or de facto relationship division ofassets.

43 I do not think these complications of the proposal given its essence in the

separate legal personality of a barrister's corporation are such as to present any firrther

demerit of the proposal. But they are complications which will require attention by

regulators including the Bar Council itself.

44 I hope I may be forgiven for emphasizing the following about the separate

legal personality of a barrister's corporation under the proposal. I do so because of its

importance to the topic of taxation, to which I next tum. It ought to go without

saflng, but bears explicit ernphasis, that nothing in the nature of sham, let alone fraud,

could possibly attend any adoption of the proposal. If practìce through a ba¡rister's

corporation were just a trick or illusion, it would be blatantly unethical such as to

justiff rernoval of the barrister in question from the roll oflegal practitioners.
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45 That is, if the proposal were permitted as a form of professional practice, it

must actually and genuinely be effectuated by any barristers choosing to do so.

Conduct, be it slack or fraudulent, that revealed mere fo¡m and no substance could not

be countenanced as consistent with the integrity and observance of social and

legislative requirements that are applicable to barristers. The approach taken by the

Court of Appeala to the circumstances of former ba¡risters who failed to comply with

basic obligations under taxation legislation makes this inevitable.

46 There would be no room, therefore, for nods and winks between barristers and

their bankers, for instance, about the barrister's corporation and the barrister behg

really all the one enterprise, so that the barrister really eams the income mostly

received by the corporation, etc, etc. As should be obvious from experience in

litigation, any barrister engaging in such disgaceful conduct would also make himself

or herself a hostage to forhme in dealings with the ATO. That would not be a bad

thing in itself, of course, but serves to highlight that the price of the artificiality of the

proposal must be, at the least, a punctilious and incessant observance of the

requirements and conditions relevant to the taxation consequences of it.

Taxation consequences

47 It does appear, in my opinion, that the only reason a barrister might be drawn

to conduct his or her practice through a barrister's corporation as proposed would be a

so-called tax saving or benefit. For the reasons expressed above, there are simply no

other practical reasons to do so. The lact that tax considerations provide the only

a 
eg New South Wales Bar Association v Cummìns (2001) 52 NSWLR 279
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motivation, it would seem, is itself important for some of the taxation consequences

discussed below.

48 I am also uneasy about approaching this question as ifthe payment ofless tax

is selÊevidently a good thing. The topic is essentìally a matter of personal ethics and

politics. But on any view, including that of the Court of Appeal in relation to the

unfitness of tax delinquents to remain balristers, the payment of tax involves at least

some general consideration in the nature of social equity. I ca¡not believe that

members of the Bar Association, let alone the Bar Council itself, would seriously

propose lobbyhg for a special lower rate of income tax for barristers, compared with

other professionals. Achieving aÍangements to reduce the tax payable by barristers

cannot be seen, in itself, as part of the Bar Council's function. Further, in my

experience as a member of the Bar Association and officer of the Bar Council, and on

the Law Council of Australia, I cannot remember the profession ever concerning itself

with such matters. Rather, the incidence and rates, and other administration aspects,

of taxation have been seen as important only as they apply generall¡ and not merely

to legal professionals. They are, of course, at the heart of the concems expressed by

parliamentary democracy.

49 I suppose most barristers would not support the Bar Association becoming a

political partisan one way or the other in relation to income tax. In my opinion, as a

professional association with a special relationship with the administration ofjustice,

our representational and political position and activities should be limited to urging,

and where appropriate, policing compliance with the law. Our several personal
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preferences in relation to taxation should be left to our non-professional and private

political activities, including voting.

50 However, I acknowledge the overwhelming weight of the circulated material

in favour of the proposal is argument to the effect that, were it adopted, barristers

would in some way pay less tax than they would otherwise. However distasteful it is

to regard that as a merit of the proposal, I have considered the issues arising from

incorporation of barristers' practices as follows.

5l The only matter that explains the interest in the proposal, judging ftom the

circulated material, is the fact that at present there is a considerably lower rate of tax

on the income ofcorporations compared with that on the income ofnatural persons or

individuals. I regret to say that some of ttre public discussion ofthe proposal seerns to

proceed on the absurd basis that this difference between the corporate and indívidual

tax rates is enough to demonstrate a financial advantage for barristers in the proposal.

52 As Nchmond SC has explained in his opinion, currently the

provisions relating to personal services incomes (which would deprive anangements

of any advantage from the difference between individual and corporate tax rates)

almost certainly would not apply to most barristers. In other words, the tlpical case

would see a banister satisrying the relevant tests so as to avoid the application of

provisions that would otherwise attribute to a barrister the inc¡me of a barrister's

corporation.

r Div 86 ofPârt 242 af ¡he Income Tax Assessment Act 1997
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53 From the point of view of the tax-minimizing barrister, so far so good. But

that is by no means the end of the requisite analysis. The next matter conveniently to

be considered arises ftom the way in which the circulated material in favour of the

proposal presents simplified scenarios. Stripped down, they involve employment or

retainer of the barrister by his or her corporation for remuneration at a level designed

to minimize the payment of income tax by the ba¡rister at marginal rates in excess of

the corporate rate. (At present, the circulated examples suggest $80,000 per annum.)

54 No-one expects, I gather, that a barrister paid $80,000 per annum will not

consìder having recourse to the proceeds of the revenue generated by his or her work,

being money held by the barrister's corporation. Derived by the corporation, it would

at!îact lax at the corporate rate only. But what happens when the barrister tries to use

the corporation's money so as to meet personal needs or warts more handsomely thar

$80,000 per annum would permit? Leaving aside unlawful misappropriation as

unthinkable, there are (practically speaking) only dividends, loans or gifts by which

the barrister could obtain such funds other than by way of salary or fee. Of course, if

obtained by way of salary or fee, that would be income taxed at the barrister's

individual applicable marginal rate, thereby defeating the capacity of the scheme to

generate a tax benefit. Would dìvidend, loaa or gift enable the "benefit" of the

difference between the corporate rate and the individual rate to be enjoyed?

55 Not surprisingl¡ our tax legislation does not permit anything appreciable in

this regard. First, there is only a relatively very minor timing effect benefit with

respect to dividends, which are obviously taxable as income subject to franking,

producing in the upshot no substantial "benefit".
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56 As to other ways of extracting funds from the corporation for the barrister's

benefit, as explained by Slater QC and Richmond SC, elaborate provisions6 prevent

any real tax "benefit" being enjoyed. In particular, the tight regulationT of the kind of

loan arrangements necessary to avoid the application of an individual's top marginal

rate will itself reduce the supposed "benefit": a relatively high interest rate must be

paid, which will usually not be deductible by the barrister, as it would be not for

business purposes, and would be taxable income of the corporation; and the loan must

be repaid by annual minimum instalments within a limited term.

57 The possible incidence of fünge benefit tax if it were thought appropriate for

the corporation to provide benefits to the barrister apart from salary will also detract,

as explained by Richmond SC, ûom any supposed "benefit", overall.

58 It is possible, depending upon details that would vary from barrister to

barriste¡, for some money flows to result that by reason of timing effects could

temporarily appear to be advantageous in the limited sense of requiring smaller

pa)ments to the Commissioner of Taxation over a discrete period. In my

understanding of the scenarios said to give rise to these timing effects, the amounts

are relatively very small, the administration is considerable and the overall benefit is

highly artificial. By this last description, I mean that timing effects are not necessarily

of any real worth, unless one expects to die or cease practice at a convenient time. I

would be quite surprised if any responsible tax accountant were to advise recourse to

a barrister's corporation on the basis of that kind of"benefif'.

6 Div 7A ofPart III of fhe Income Tax Assessment Act 193ó
7 Sec 109N ofthe 1936 Act
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59 This analysis suffices to show that, as anyone would expect, incorporated

practice does not have the magic wand effect of reducing a barrister's tax to the level

of corporate tax. This not being so, it is really difficult over a sensibly medium let

alone long term to see any appreciable reduction in the aggregate tax payable,

assuming complete propriety and honesty.

60 If there were some benefit, enough has been observed by Slater QC,

Richmond SC and me above, to highlight the very considerable possibility ofthe anti-

avoidance provisionss being wielded against any such arrangements by a barrister. In

particular, I share strongly the view of Slater QC that there is no prospect of attempts

by the Commissioner in this regard failing on account of the so-called available

choice doctrinee.

61 In my opinion, a Part IVA approach to the assessment of a barrister's income

tax would get a flying start from the overall circumstances pertaining to the proposal.

As noted above, it really lacks any rationale other than the attempt to reduce an

aggîegale payrnent of tax. Next, it is characterized by elements of extreme

artificiality that lack any substantive commercial or other explanation - apart from

desired tax minimization. In particular, there is the factor noted in 11 above, of the

barrister acting as the controlling mind of the employer of himself or herself as

employee. There is also the eyebro.,v-raising level of remuneration of, say, $80,000

per annum for a person with skills, experience and responsibilities far exceeding those

of the fresh graduates paid that or rather more by firms of solicitors. (It being

8 Part M of the t 93 6 Act
e eg W Keighery v FCf 0957) 100 CLR 66
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remembered that as the corporation's remuneration of the barrister increases, so any

supposed tax "benefit" must reduce.)

62 The opìnions of Slater QC, Rìchmond SC and me conceming the possible

deployment of the anti-avoidance provisions against the proposed incorporated

practice have been described as "remarkably narve" in circulated material favouring

the proposal. For the reasons they and I have set out, that is an unfortunate if

remarkably bold comment to have been made. It could not be a prudent or balanced

view of the proposal and the laws goveming taxation to leave these anti-avoidance

provisions out of consideration. Once they are considered, in their current fotm and

in light of current administration of them, the possibility oftheir attempted application

is very great. In my opinion, the possibility of their successful application is also

great.

63 Adoption ofthe proposal for incorporated practice by more than a few isolated

barristers would probably be of more than passing interest within the ATO - as it

should, in my opinion. I would not be surprised, in that event, if consideration were

given by those officers to recommending the adoption from the Henry Reviewlo of the

expansion of the personal services income régime to eliminate any reduction oftax by

¡eason of such arangements.

64 In summary, the sole aspect ofthe proposal for the incorporation ofbarristers'

practices that has dominated arguments promoting the proposal is the claimed

consequence ofreducing tax payable as a result of barristers' work. That reduction is

to Austrøliø's Future Tax System FunlReport 2"d May 2010
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largely ml.thical. Any timing effects are marginal. Administration and compliance

time, trouble and expense would be necessarily formidable. The application of anti-

avoida¡ce provisions looms large. Legislative reform is not unrealistic. In short,

there are no tax consequences of a kind that would justifu the Bar Association

formulating and promoting the considerable statutory and regulatory changes

necessary in order to adopt this proposal.

Generally

65 Equality of treatnent compared with others such as solicitors is another

argument published in support of the proposal. Like "flexibility'' and "choice",

"equality'' is an attractive banner. But like them, it cannot in this case be taken in its

full or usual sense * or else the proposal would become one that sees the Bar folded

indistinguishably into the solicitors' arm ofthe profession. After all, to be equal with

solicitors we would need to have bestowed on us all their flexibility and choice

conceming incorporation, partnership and employment. In my opinion, to the

contrâry, no steps should be taken by the Bar Association to weaken in any way the

core requirement of sole practice, with its rationale of maximizing competition for any

one brief and appearance against each other in ary one case. As I understand the

proposal, according to material circulated in its favour, there is no notion of "equality''

involving barristers being equally able as solicitors are to practise as employees of

other lawyers or in partnership with other lawyers. Equality of treahnent is not an

appropriate argument in favour of this proposal.
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66 There has also been reference to historical reviews that have recommended

abolition of all and any restrictions on the business structures available to barristers.

ln paficular, they have historically strongly opposed continuation of the sole

practitioner requirement. The Ba¡ Association, ìn common with all other Bars, has

consistently answered those fallacious arguments by noting the pro-competitive

aspects of the sole practitioner rule: maximizing the eligible rivals for any one brief

and maximizing the capacity for them to appear against each other. Other arguments

against these outdated "competition" attacks on the sole practitioner rule have

included the observation, never rebutted, that other forms of practice, apart from as a

sole practitioner, would not provide any business or professional facility which would

enable barristers better to serve the public interest including by way ofthe competitive

conduct of their practices. It is surprising to see these discredited arguments recycled

in support of the present proposal.

67 Related to these matteß raised in the circulated material in support of the

proposal are suggestions that the proposal would somehow contribute to the lowering

of fees. No explanation is offered as to why the flexibility and choice available to

solicitors has not had this effect, at least in any way or to any extent that has been

credibly detected and described. No explanation is offered as to why, given the nature

of the tax consequences explained by Slater QC, Richmond SC and me, there would

be any more willingness to lower fees than presently exists. This is not, in my

opinion, a serious argument in favour of the proposal, at all.

68 Finally, in my opinion it is most regrettable that this issue, that is concemed

only with the financial self-interest of barristers, has already absorbed more attention
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and energy within our professional association than any of the other pressing matters

truly central to our corporate constitution, being those conceming the improved

administration of justice.

Fifth Floor

St James' Ha1l
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